CONCERIA

Who we are
We have been producer of leather since 1959 using
the experience of two generations and developing
new techniques, giving our clients better services
and products.
The third generation aims to be innovative reflecting
high standards in all departments:
R&D, Business, Industry and Administration.
It gives us the opportunity to be up with time,
having control of the timely management, working
on enhancement of the process and investing in R&D.
As a result, we can claim to be customer oriented
striving to satisfy client's needs.

Our Values

MADE IN ITALY

We garantee high professionality and quality producing only
Made in Ital, from the raw material till the finish

KNOW HOW

5o years experience allows to know all the pecularities of the
leather to lead its tanning process with great accurancy.

R&D

Together with the trend analysis, our staff develops products
designed on customers request having as a goal to fulfill
every need.

SECURITY

The implement of traceability system guarantee the
provenience of the raw material and the respect of
compliance with product regulations.

INNOVATION

We mainten the artisan vocation and the high italian quality
by inserting it in a new way: dynamic and ecological.

Location
Process optimization that is implemented
on all company departments is reflected
even in the edifire.

SHOWROOM

It is dedicated to client's reception with
spaces that respect safety regulations.

ARCHIVE

More than 50 years of items dedicated to
980 yearly researches that have been
launched by luxury brands. The 50% of
which goes to runway.

TREND LAB

Research studio dedicated to trends, colors
and contemporary movements.

Via delle Confina, 28 - 50054 Fucecchio (IT)

ANIMAL HEALTHCARE

We garantee complete traceability of the raw material according
to ICEC Certificate which is applied on the whole production
process. We operate under the rule of legacy and quality, in fact
we consider animal welfare fundamental to reduce its values.

PRODUCT MONITORING
The new adoption of products conpact in production recycling,
reduces the consumption of water, electricity and chemicals.

SUSTAINABILITY
Continuous collaborations wirh brands and the resarch of lover
environmental impact led to the implement and development of
new manifacturing techniques that respect these aims.

METAL FREE
CHROM FREE
CHROM

Ethical Aspects
of Sustainability

ONU 2030 Agenda - Global Goals

Extreme
Customization
Reserach and development team dedicated to
our clients is able to create tailor made articles
in brief times.

Express Service
Stock of materials ready to be refinished following
the client's customization. Specialized in "just-in-time"
production: orders ready from the minimum of
3 days from kick-off till the maximus of 21 days.

Production

Almost 600.000 mq per year of the items
created following the client's specific request.

Conceria Stella uses clothing as manifestation
of uniqueness and creativity, following trends
and development of reference market.
The company has been recognized also in
leather goods and footwear departments.

We aim to
the research
developing
innovation

The company aims to satisfy client's needs.
Through creativity we are characterized as
strategic partner for those who have their
DNA the realization of product capable of
surprising the final client.

Circular
Economy
Stella Hub aims to favour recycling and to
minimize wastage.
Through our laboratory of research and
Development, we give a second life to unutilized
leather, collaborating with personalized projects.

Certificated
Quality

LWG
Silver Rated

ICEC
Traceability

STAY
IN
TOUCH

Via delle Confina, 28 - 50054 Fucecchio
0571 21680
info@conceriastella.it
www.conceriastella.com
@conceriastella

